Properties influencing fluorophore lifetime distributions in lipid bilayers.
The fluorescence lifetime of the membrane fluorophore 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene has been analyzed according to the distributional approach in a number of lipid bilayer systems. The systems included vesicles of 16:0/18:1-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), egg phosphatidylcholine (EYPC), microsomal phospholipids, and also intact microsomal membranes. With increasing complexity of composition, an increasingly broader width was found in the major component of a bimodal Lorentzian fluorescence lifetime distribution. In order to explain these findings, we propose a model based on environmental heterogeneity and environmental sampling, where the environment is defined as the lipid molecules immediately surrounding the fluorophore. Environmental heterogeneity is thought of as arising from organizational, compositional, and solvent factors. Environmental sampling pertains to the ability of a fluorophore to detect environments in a system and is a function of the fluorophore lifetime and the lipid dynamics. If the fluorescence lifetime is sufficiently short, the fluorophore will only sample a particular environment, and great compositional complexity will mean that each fluorophore in an ensemble will decay to the ground state with a different time. This appears to explain why in our results with DPH a narrow width is obtained for POPC, where vesicles are composed of a single phospholipid molecular species, compared to EYPC and microsomal phospholipid vesicles having complex molecular species composition. This model should serve as a basis for understanding the interrelationships of environmental complexity and lipid dynamics in membranes.